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In [12], J. Thompson has conjectured that the Fitting height of a solvable 
group is bounded by a function of the number of (not necessarily distinct) 
primes dividing the order of its Carter subgroup. An equivalent version of 
this conjecture is the following: If  l\’ is a nilpotent group acting in fixed point 
free manner on a solvable group, G, then the Fitting height of G is bounded 
by a function of the number of primes, p(N), dividing the order of N. In the 
case that A: and G have relatively prime orders, this question has been 
completely answered by Thompson [ 121, without assuming the nilpotence 
of LV. The bound is exponential in p(A). Much lower bounds (linear in 
p(nr)) have been obtained by several authors under various special assump- 
tions on the structure of N([/l], [5], [8], [9], [6]). (See also [IO] for the case 
that N is non-abelian of order pq.). 
As noted in [/2], the relaxation of the assumption of relatively prime orders 
of 22: and G creates formidable difficulties and these appear to have blocked 
progress in this direction. However, in the case that N is cyclic, it is possible 
to supply answers to the conjecture mentioned, without the “relatively 
prime” hypothesis (Theorem and Corollary below). The proof employs a 
reduction (Section 1) which should be useful in further work on Thompson’s 
conjecture. 
THEOREM. Let N be a cyclic group acting in fixed point free manner on the 
sokable group, S. Then the Fitting height of S is bounded by 7(p(N)), where T is 
the arithmetic function defined by 
T(1) = 1 
T(n) = (4n + 2) 57%(n - l)(l + %(n - l)), n > 1. 
* &I earlier version of this work was completed while both authors were at the 
ciniversitp of Chicago. 
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COROLLARY. Let C be a given cyclic group. Let Z(C), be the collection of all 
jkite solvable groups having C as their Carter subgroup. Then the Fitting height 
of all elements of 2?(C) is bounded by r*(p(C)), where 
T*(l) = 2 
I* -=- i (1 + 7(i)) = n $ ?gl 7(i) 
i -1 
and 7 is the function given in the theorem above. 
1. A REDUCTION OF THEPROBLEM 
We state without proof 
LElml.4 1.1. If S is a solvable group with Carter subgroup, C, and if C has 
a normal complement, then C is a system normalizer of S. 
JSow let N be a fixed nilpotent group. Let Y(N) (or simply .Y, where N is 
understood) denote the collection of all finite solvable groups which admit N 
as a fixed point free operator group. Then for any S E Y(N), N is the Carter 
subgroup of the semi-direct product SN, and S is its normal complement. 
By Lemma 1.1, N is a system normalizer for SN and so N also leaves a Sylow 
system of S invariant. I f  p is a prime dividing S, S, and P will denote 
N-invariant p- and p’-Hall subgroups of S. Throughout, 1 X / denotes the 
cardinality of the set X. The symbol, 9’: , is defined by 
91 = {S : S E 9, and / S ! is coprime to / N 13. We define the integralvalued 
function, fiL : Y(N) + 2, by setting ftL(S) as the Fitting height of S for all 
S E .Y(i\r). Finally, p(N) will denote the number of prime divisors (not 
necessarily distinct) of 1 N I I f  or , 7~~ ,... are sets of primes, Or1 , OrslnZ ,... 
are defined as in [3]. 
LEMnrA 1.2. 0,(&s,) :< O,(S). 
Proof. O,(S,S,) is a q’-group normalized by S, . Since S is a q-solvable, 
by Lemma 7.3, of [3], the set of $-subgroups of S which are normalized by S, 
forms a lattice whose maximal element is O;(S), and the conclusion of the 
lemma now follows. 
LEMRr.4 1.3. If  fh(Sn) and fil(Sg) are both less than s and iff,(S,S,) si Y, 
thenf,(S) :s 2~s + s. 
Proof. (By induction on Y). I f  r = 0, ST = 9 = S, and so 
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fh(S) =fh(S~) < s = 2rs + s in this case. Assume r > 1. Now by Lemma 1.2 
O,(S,S,) < O,,(S). Thus 
%z(s,s*)/o,(sDs,) = cb&b%) QAs)/o*r(s) 
G Q(S/OdSN 
G WS/QAS)) 
whence O,,(S,S,) < O,,,(S). Thus 
f~(~,~,O,~,~(~)/O,~,~~~~~ G fh(S,S,/O,~,~(S,S,)) < y  - 1 
By induction, 
fh(W,~,~(S)) < 2k - 1) s + s. 
But since fh(Oq(S)) < fh(Sn) and f,(O,,,(S)/O,(S)) < fh(SB), we obtain 
f/L(S) G f@/o2~,W) +fh(%,~(wMs)) + fh(QASN 
< (2(r - 1) s + s) + s + s = 2rs + s. 
The main result of this section is contained in the following 
LEMMA 1.4. Let N be a $xed point nilpotent group and set Y = Y(N) 
Suppose there exists an arithmetic function, g, such that for any subgroup NO of 
N such that j N,, 1 = paqb, p and q any distinct prime divisors of N, the restric- 
tion off,, to all {pq}-groups belonging to Y(NJ is bounded by @(NO) = a(a + b). 
Then fh is bounded on Y(N) by 7(p(N)) w h ere 7 is an arithmetic function defined 
bY 
and 
7(n) = 2a(n) * 52Y-(n - 1)2 f  5Y(n - l), if n > 1 
T(1) = 1. 
Proof. By induction on p(N). If  p(N) = 1, then by a fundamental 
theorem of Thompson [9], Y(N) consists only of nilpotent groups having 
order prime to N. Thus f?& is bounded by ~(1) = 1 in this case. Similarly, if 
N has order pa, then by another theorem of Thompson, [12], since Y consists 
only of p’ groups, fh is bounded by 5~‘~) < r@(N)), and we are done. 
Now suppose N has order p”q2 where p and q are distinct primes and 
min(a, b) 3 1. Let S E Y(N). Th en since N, u N, ND acts fixed point free 
on C,(N,). So by induction, since p(Np) <p(N), 
fh(Cs(Ng)) < ~(p(Nn)) < T(n - 1) where n = p(N). 
I f  S is a p’-group, then by the theorem of Thompson [19], 
f&S) < 5”‘Nb’fh(CS(N,)) < 5’(%(n - 1) < T(Z). 
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Similarly, if S were a q’-group, the same argument could be performed upon 
reversing the roles of p and q. Thus we may assume that S has order divisible 
by both p and q. Then by hypothesis, fh(S9S,J < u(u + b) and both are less 
than 5”(%-(n - 1). Thus by Lemma 1.3, 
f*(S) -c 2+ + b) 5 ~(N)T(rz - 1) + 5PW(n - 1) < T(?z). 
Now suppose N is divisible by at least 3 distinct primes, say p, q, and Y. If  
S E Y(N) and one of these primes, say p, does not divide / S ( , then 
fh(S) =f&(N,)) 5DCNb) < T(Tz - 1) 59(N) < T(?z). 
Thus we may assumepqr 1 1 S 1 . Th en we may still assumefil(SP),fh(S’$ and 
fh(Sr) are all less than ~(n - 1) 5”tN), and since 
s,s, < ST, f/&&s*) < T(?z - 1) 5P’N’. 
Again by Lemma 1.3, 
fh(S) < 25~*w(rz - 1)” + 5”“%(?2 - 1) < T(?z). 
2. REPRESENTATION-THEORETIC PRELIMINARIES 
Our object, ultimately, is to obtain an estimate for the function, u, which 
appears in Lemma 1.4. Before this can be accomplished, we must first clear 
up a few technical matters involving several variations on the fundamental 
methods of Hall and Higman in their important paper, [7]. In addition, a few 
lemmata concerning projective representations, special q-groups, and dimen- 
sions of Z,k-modules over Z, will be useful for acheiving hypotheses under 
which these methods may be utilized. 
In [7], Hall and Higman are confronted with the following situation: Q is 
an extra-special q-group, i.e., a q-group in which D(Q) = Q’ = Z(Q) is 
cyclic of order q. (Here D(Q) denotes the Frattini subgroup of Q.) Q admits 
an automorphism, a, , of order pk which acts irreducibly on Q = Q/D(Q) and 
fixes D(Q) elementwise. Let H denote the semidirect product, (a,) Q, 
formed in the usual way, and let M be a faithful irreducible KH-module, 
where K is an algebraically closed field of characteristic p. One wishes to 
determine M jca,) . 
The pertinent facts concerning Q are as follows: First the commutator 
mapping, Q x Q - D (Q), defines a symplectic form on Q, and any auto- 
morphism of Q fixing D(Q) elementwise induces a symplectic transformation 
of Q with respect to this form. Thus 1 Q 1 = qzm. Secondly, every faithful 
irreducible K-representation, f,  of Q, has degree q” and is uniquely deter- 
mined byfin,,, . Now let M, H, and a, be defined as in the previous para- 
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graph and let p denote the representation of KH afforded by M. Then M /o 
is irreducible (whence dim, M == qm). Moreover, p(KQ) is the full matrix 
algebra, Hom,(M, M) = 02, and ker p is the twosided ideal KQ(z - 0 . 1) 
where (z> = D(Q) and p(z) --= 0 . I where 1 is the 4” x qrn identity matrix. 
I f  A = <a,,) is made to act as a group of operators on the algebra KQ in the 
natural manner determined by its action on Q and also made to act as a group 
of operators of the algebra, /“I so that the action of a, on U is conjugation by 
the matrix p(u”), then p : KQ- GZ is an A-homomorphism. Thus p induces 
an A-isomorphism between PZ and KQ/KQ(z - 0 . I). Let C&(a,)) denote 
the centralizer of ~(a,) in 07, i.e. the subalgebra of all matrices commuting with 
~(a,). From the A-isomorphism just mentioned, Hall and IHigman show that 
dim, Cd~kd) = no (1) 
where jzO is the number of (a&-orbits in &. It is not difficult to show that all 
of the conclusions given so far hold if the condition that o0 act irreducibly on 
g is replaced by the condition that (a,,)& is a Frobenius group, and if the 
condition that char K = p and (a,,) have order p” is replaced by n, having 
order n and char K = 0 or Y where Y is prime to nq. Let Jh denote the X >; X 
matrix with l’s on the diagonal and the upper subdiagonal. I f  char K -7 p, 
and a, has order pJc, then p(n,J has a Jordan form given by JA, +- JA,, --I ..., 
where the “ -1 ” denotes the block decomposition of p(aa) and A, 3 Aa*> ... . 
Then Hall and Higman show that 
dim,C&(p(a,)) = c (2i - 1) hi . 
i=l 
(2) 
I f  a, has order n prime to char K, then 
(3) 
where ai is the multiplicity of the nth root, pi , in the characteristic equation 
Of PhJ 
This data can be used to determine M lPcaO) in most cases. Thus, if we 
assume only that AQ is a Frobenius group, one obtains 
(a) ~(4 = bJ,k + J,Q if a, has order p”, char K = p and p” 
divides qm + 1 
(the “classical” situation in [7]), 
or 
(b) tr ~(4 = b44 x ~44 {if O(a,) = n, char Kfxq 
where bw denotes the character of b copies of the regular representation of A 
and pi is a linear character of A (see Lemma 13.4 of [3]). 
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In order to proceed with the proof of Lemma 2.2, it will be necessary to 
consider the case in which A0 is no longer a Frobenius group. In this case, 
the formulae (a) and (b) no longer hold. Even so, one can extract most of the 
desired information concerning M lA provided (1) holds. Unfortunately, 
difficulties arise when A does not have order prime to 4; in fact (1) may fail, 
here. Consider the following example: Let Q denote the quaternion group 
of order 8, and let 7 be an outer automorphism of order 2, of Q. Set (7) == A 
and let H = AQ, the semidirect product; thus 1 II / -= 16. Let M be a 2- 
dimensional faithful complex representation of H. Then Q- is represented on 
M by a matrix equivalent to diag( 1,-l), so dimK C&(T)) = 2 where 
(% = Hom,(M, M) and K is the complex field. Yet 7 exhibits tlzree orbits on 
Q := Q/D(Q). Thus (1) fails here. 
This situation is more fully explored in the following: 
I,E~~M.I 2.1. Let P be an extra-specialp-group, and let (a) = A be a cyclic 
group of operators acting on P in such a manner that iz fixes the cyclic group, 
Z(P), elementwise. Let H = AP be the semi-direct product formed in the usual 
way. Suppose M is a faithful irreducible KH-module, where K is algebraically 
closed, suppose M affords the representation p, and suppose M lp is irreducible. 
If(z) = D(P), p(z) = OI h w ere 0 is a primitive pth root in K Then @ = Horn, 
(M, M) is a full matrix algebra, and p induces an A-isomorphism 
LT? N KP/S? where 9? = KP(z - 0 . I). 
Let n,(A) be the number of A-orbits in P/D(P). Then 
dim,C(p(a)) < n,(A) (4) 
More precisely 
dim, C&p(a)) -= n:(A) (5) 
where n:(A) is the number of A-orbits, 0, in P/Z(P) for which / 0 1 = d implies 
that ,for every coset uZ(P) E 0, uZ(P) contains an element ti$xed by (ad>. Thus, 
in particular, n;(A), is at least the number of A-orbits of length 1 A / . (Equality 
holds in (4) if 1 A 1 is prime to P. In any event, if equality holds in (4), then 
equality also holds in (4) when A is replaced by any of its subgroups.) 
Proof. Since K is algebraically closed and M is irreducible as a KP- 
module, dimK M = pa where 1 P 1 = pzd+l, and the enveloping algebra, 
p(KP) is the full matrix algebra of pd x pd matrices. Since M is also an 
irreducible KAP-module we thus have a homomorphism 
p:KAP- OZ = HomK(M, M) 
which, when restricted to the subring KP, yields p : KP- QZ, and remains 
epimorphic. Conjugation by the elements of A in H, induces automorphisms 
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of P and hence KP. Thus if x E P and A 7. (a), p : xa - p(a))’ p(x) p(n) and 
so, if the action of A = a is defined on 02 by conjugation by p(a), p induces an 
A-isomorphism p* : KP/ker p - 0Z. Since Z(P) = (xi, is central in P, 
p(z) = 01 where B is a primitive pth root in K and I is the pd x p” identity 
matrix. Obviously KP(z ~ 0 . 1) i; ker p. Let R be a system of coset 
representatives of Z(P) in P. If  x t R, then p(x,$) = @p(x), from the con- 
tainment just mentioned. Form the subspace U m:: CzER Kx < KP. ii 
typical element of KP has the form 
and under the mapping, p, passes to 
Thus /I(KP) = ,D( U). Now 
p2d = dimK 02 = dim,p(KP) = dim, p( U) < dim, U = pad. 
Thus the elements in any system of coset representatives, R, remain linearly 
independent after applying the mapping p. Since p can be factored through 
the natural mapping KP - KP/KP(z - 0 * I), the cosets 
{x+KP(z-O.l)jx~R} 
are linearly independent in this factor algebra. But it is easy to see that 
U + KP(z - 0 * 1) = KP. Thus KP/KP(z - 6’ * 1) has the same dimension 
as Gl!. Thus ker p = KP(z - 0 * I). Thus for any system of coset represen- 
tatives, R, we have the direct sum, 
91 ‘v KP/B = @ (Kx + B), where .B = KP(z ~ 0 + l), 
XSR 
as A-rings. If  or E xZ(P), then Kx, + ~5’ = Kx + 29. Thus A permutes the 
cosets xZ(P) in P, in precisely the same manner as it permutes the family of 
one dimensional subspaces Kx + 9? of KPIGY’, and this permutation is in- 
dependent of the choice of representatives, R. In this way, a, the generator 
of A is represented by a monomial matrix on KP/9?. Because of the 
A-isomorphism, G? z KPIB = KP, C&(a)) E C=(a) where, on the right 
side, a is viewed as an automorphism of KP. Thus we may compute dim, 
C&(a)) inside KP. 
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Now for any system of coset representatives, R, of Z(P) in P, there is a 
partition, R = RR, + R, + ... + R, , defined by stating that for any positive 
integer i < t, the set {xZ(P)l x E Ri} comprises a single A-orbit of the cosets 
of Z(P) in P. We now assume that the system of coset representatives in R is 
“normalized” in the following sense: I 
/ Ri 1 = d, , then Ri = {ui , u;, uf ,..., uf--l} 
for some particular ui E Ri . Then the coset u,Z(P) is fixed by udi. I f  the coset 
u,Z(P) contains an element, fixed by adi, we assume that ui is chosen to be such 
an element. In that case, each of the us’ in Ri is fixed by adi. We call the 
A-orbit, Oi , on P/Z(P), to which Ri corresponds (i.e., the system of cosets, 
R,Z(P)) regular if there exists a u E R,Z(P) which is fixed by udi. On the other 
hand, if u,Z(P) does not contain an element fixed by adi, we call the correspon- 
ding A-orbit, O,(in P/Z(P)) ivre u UY. g 1 I f  a has order n, of course each d, 
divides n. Obviously if Oi is the identity coset, 1 . Z(P), or if / Oi j = di = n, 
then Oi is regular. Let n,(A) denote the total number of A-orbits on P/Z(P) 
and let n:(A) denote the number of regular orbits. We wish to prove that 
dim,C&a) = n,*(A). 
Suppose v  = CzER a,(x + g) is an element of KP, fixed by a, . I f  01~ # 0 
for some x E Ri , 0~~ = au8 = OC(,~~) = *a* acUi d J where ui = ui,O and 
ui,j = uy’ and di = / Ri 1 , because of the linear independence of the 
{X + B, x E Ri}. Thus ui + uia + *.* + uqd’-l + % is invariant under the 
action of B. Thus uyd” E u(mod 39). This implies that the group elements ui 
and @” belong to the same coset of Z(G) and so we may write u$ = uizbi. 
Then u$’ . = tibcui = ui mod(g). Since p is a faithful representation of P, 
ui $ B = ker p. Thus (ebz - 1) = 0 so bi = 0. Thus uFd’ = ui . Thus Ri 
corresponds to a regular orbits, Oi . Since this was a consequence of 01~ f  0, 
we see that o is a K-linear combination of cosets ri + g where yi is the sum 
of the elements in Ri , where Ri ranges over those components of the partition 
R := R, + ... + R, which correspond to regular orbits. Obviously 
Kri + g < C,(a,). 
Oi , regular 
Thus the cosets ri -I- g for Oi regular, form a basis of the centralizer of a, in 
KP. Thus (5) holds. Since n,*(A) < n,(A), (4) holds. Clearly, if 1 A / is prime 
to p, adz has order prime to p. Thus whenever, & leaves a coset u,Z(P) fixed, 
that coset contains an element fixed by & (see Theorem 1, of [4]). Thus 
every orbit is regular in this case and n,(A) = n*(A). 
Now suppose A is cyclic and n,,(A) == n,*(A), so that every orbit in P/Z(P) 
is regular. I f  A = (aJ set ‘;lj = (n,,‘,,. Then in ,4-orbits, 0, of length n 
regularitv requires that a,, n fiues an element in each cosct in 0. In addition 0 
breaks 1.113 into Aj orbits of length rl = @(n, 1 ,4, I) and (Q,,))~~ is a power of 
a,,” and so fixes an element in each coset in 0 (from the A-regularity of 0), 
the]; are regular as ‘-Ii-orbits. This completes the proof of the lemma. 
Remark. Supposep x., 2, and that in the abov:e lemma .-i is cyclic of order 
p”. Then if P is a projective %,A-module, (I) holds, i.e., ever!- A-orbit is 
regular. This follows from repeated application of a theorem of Thompson 
(Theorem 1, [13]) to A and its subgroups. 
The following remarks concerning projective representations will be useful. 
First suppose S : G 2. k’,, is a projective representation of G by nz Y m 
matrices with entries in a field K. Hy this we understand that X(1) --: I,, , 
the n x 12 identity matrix, and that for .v and y  elements of G, there exists a 
nonzero scalar u(x, y) E K such that -Y(,v) -X7(y) ~~ ~(x, y) S(xy). Moreover, 
(X(x) X(y)) S(z) = X(.x)(X(y) S(z)) holds for all (s, y, z) E G .,: G x G. 
The latter asserts that pi : G :< G - K is a “factor system” (or 2-cocycie), 
i.e. N(X, y) @(XV, 2) a(s, yz) ti(y, 2) for all (s, y, z) E G >: G x G. 
Remark. Suppose X is an irreducible projective representation of a group G 
in K, and char h’ = p. If  G is a p-group then X is equivalent to a trivial 
representation. If  G is cyclic of order n f  0 mod p, and k’ is algebraically closed, 
then S is I -dimensional; indeed, ij G/O,(G) is cyclic, then X i.s 1 -dimensional. 
First suppose S is an irreducible projective representation of the p-group 
G. Since only finitely many wz x m matrices X(x) and scalars DI(X, y) appear, 
without loss of generality we may regard X as an irreducible projective 
rcprcscntation over a finite subfield KI of K and set 1 KI / -7 pg. Let T’be an 
m-dimensional vector space over KI and view L’ as a (K,),,,-module so that it 
admits each S(x), s E G in a well-defined manner. Then X inducts an 
ordinary permutation representation of G on the I -dimensional suhspaces of 
1~~. Since the number of these is prime to p, G leaves a l-dimensional sub- 
space invariant so dim I’ - vz m= 1 from the irreducibility of _X-. The a(,~, y) 
all lie in the multiplicative group of nonzero elements of KI . Thus the 
a(.~,?;) may be regarded as a factor s)-stem defining a central extension of 
Z I,S-l by G. Hy Sylow’s theorem the extension is split and so S is equivalent 
to an ordinary trivial representation. 
Now suppose G ry z,, where p 7 n and K is algebraically closed. For 
0: i: ndrfi~leP:G-~KI,~P(l)~ l,andfori ~1, 
p(p) =z n(,x, x) n(xG, x) . . .  a(@, x), 
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where 01 is the factor system for the irreducible projective representation 
X : G - K, . Then Y : G - K, defined by Y(#) = /3(#) X(x”), 0 <, i < n, 
is an equivalent projective representation. From the definition of /3, 
17(xi) : (X(x))” = Ye for 0 5; i < n, and Jy(xR) = /3(x”) X(1) == ,B(s”) I, 
a scalar matrix. Since K is algebraically closed, there exists an nth root 
y  of /3(x”). The matrix IV = y-rlT(s) satisfies lV1” = 1 and hence is diagonali- 
zable. It fellows that the I’(x<) 0 -1 i < 11 arc simultaneously diagonalizable 
and so IT and hence S is l-dimensional. The last portion of the remark 
follows upon noting that the proof of Clifford’s theorem goes through for 
projective representations (see p. 354, of [Z]), and applying the first two 
observations. 
The following elementary lemmata arc useful in gaining the hypotheses of 
Lemma 2.1. 
Lmmta 2.2. 7%~ p-group P is special <f 
1) D(P) is the largest proper characteristic subgroup of P and 2) P admits a 
p’-group L4 acting fixed point ,fYee on P/D(P) and centralizing D(P). 
Proof. From 2), P = [,4, P] 
If  P is abelian, C,(A) = 1 forcing D(P) = 1 and P elementary. 
Suppose P is non-abelian. Since A centralizes the normal subgroup D(P), 
the latter is centralized by [z4, P] an d so lies in the center. Then 1) and P non- 
abelian force Z(P) = D(P). Since P’ :< D(P), it is easy to see that 1) and 2) 
hold for P/P’. Thus by our initial remark, P/P’ is elementary, whence 
P’ =~ D(P). We have D(P) = P’D(D(P)) == I”, and so P is special. 
I,EM~I.A 2.3. Suppose G m-z AQP where P :< O,(G), Q is a q-subgroup, 
QP and P are normal subgroups of G, and A is cyclic. Suppose M is an irve- 
ducible KG-module where A’ is an algebraically closed field of characteristic q 
and that IYl is homogeneous as a P-module. Then ;V Ip is irreducible. 
Pwof. Since AT is irreducible and Air ip is homogeneous, by a theorem of 
Clifford (Theorem 51.7, p. 351 of [2]), ill = X @ Y where S and 1; are pro- 
jective representations of G, P lies in the kernel of X and Y lp is an ordinary 
irreducible representation. From our remark, dim, S - 1, and so At lp is 
isomorphic to I- I p and so is irreducible. 
I&mark. Suppose x’l ~ I is divisible by p’( by not p?(+r, for x an integer, 
II and k natural numbers andp is a prime number. Then xn+l -~ 1 is divisible 
by- p”‘~-’ but not $<+a provided k 2 when p = 2. 
1dE4?MA 2.4. Let A be a cyclic group qf order 11 = p:l ... pFt and let Af be a 
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faithful irreducible GF(q) A-module where q { n. Then e(n) = dim M is 
uniquely determined and is given by e(n) = 1.c.m. (@:I)..., e(pFt)) where 
e(P?) = 4PA zf I ,tk <b(pi)i = pf-b(p3e(pi)z h I> b(p,) i zf pi is odd 
where e(2) = 1 
e(2”) = e(4), if 2 < k < b(2) and 
= 2k-b’2)e(4), if h > b(2) 
and where b(p) is de$ned by asserting that pbcn) is the highest power of p dividing 
qe(zl) - I, if p is odd, or qe(4) - I zfp is 2. Moreover, if A, is the subgroup of A 
of order n, = npi@), then M is an induced module MIA where M1 is any 
irreducible constituent of M IA1 . 
Proof. I f  M is a faithful irreducible GF(q) A-module where A ‘v 2, then 
dim &‘I is the exponent e(n) of q modulo n. If  n = p;l .** p:t , and 
d = 1.c.m. (e(pFl) ,..., e(pyf)), then pzf divides q” - 1 for i = I,..., t, whence 
n I qd - 1 so e(n)1 d. On the other hand, e(pTz) divides e(n) for i = I ,..., t, so d 
divides e(n). Thus e(n) = d. 
Suppose p is an odd prime. By definition pb(p) is the highest power of p 
dividing qe(p) - 1 and so q has exponent e(p) modpk if 1 < K < b(p). 
Now let p = 2. Then q is odd so e(2) = 1. By definition 
e(2”) = e(4) for 2 < K < b(2). 
The expression for e(p”) for k > b(p) or R > b(2) follows at once from the 
remark preceding this lemma. The last statement of the lemma follows from 
the fact that e(n) = e(n,)(n 1 nr). 
3. CYCLIC~-GROUPS ACTING ON{~, q}-GROUPS 
We begin with 
LEMMA 3.1. Let A be a cyclic group of automorphisms of order pL acting on 
the {p, q}-group, G and assume that A leaves a Sylow system of G invariant. 
Set H = AG, the semi-direct product, and let M be a faithful KH-module, 
where K is a field of characteristic q. I f  A acts faithfully on the section 
O,,,(G)/O,,(G), then C,(A) > 0, unless both O,,,(G)/O,,(G) and 
O,,(G)/O,(G) are non-abelian when (p, q) == (2, 3) or (3, 2). 
Proof. By induction on dim, M + / H / . First we enlarge K by means 
of a finite extension to a splitting field L for all sections of H. As the L- 
dimension of M @L is the same as the K-dimension of M, the parameter 
with respect to which induction is applied is unchanged by this process. 
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Moreover, the hypotheses of the Lemma are also unchanged and the conclu- 
sion of the Lemma holds on M if and only if it holds on M 8 L. Thus without 
loss of generality we may assume K = 1,. 
We use induction to tighten up the group. In fact, we can prove that M and 
G have the following structure: 
1) O,,(G) = 1 
2) G = QP where P = O,(G) and Q is an S,-subgroup of G. 
3) P is an extra special p-group of order pzn+l 
4) Q is a special A-invariant q-group. If  
A, = %(A)> CQ(Al) f  D(Q) AQ/WQ) 
is a Frobenius group with Frobenius kernel Q,‘D(Q). 
5) P/DP is a faithful irreducible AQ-module, D(P) = C,(Q) = Z(P). 
6) M is an irreducible and faithful AQP = AG-module which is 
homogeneous as a P-module. 
7) D(P) = Z(AQP). 
Since A leaves invariant a Sylow system of G, A fixes an S,-subgroup, 
Qr , of N,(P,) where PI is an A-invariant S,-subgroup of O,,(G). Then PI 
is H isomorphic to the section P = O,,(G)/O,(G). Then by Lemma 1.2.3 
of Hall and Higman [7], P, > C,(P,). (We may assume throughout that one 
of PI and Qi are abelian if (p, q) = (2, 3) or (3, 2)). Choose Qa minimal in Q1 
with respect to being normalized by A, containing Q,, = O,(G) and having 
QZ/QZ not centralized by Sll(A) = A,. Such a choice is clearly possible 
since A acts faithfully onQ N O,,,(G)/O,,(G). Clearly the section&, = Q2/Q0 
is a special q-group by Theorem C of Hall and Higman, and Q2/D(QZ) is an 
irreducible A-module, and [A, , Q,] = Qa . Now choose P,, , minimal in PI 
with respect to being AQ,-invariant, but not centralized by QZ . Then since 
CQ2(P,,) is a proper A-invariant subgroup of QZ it lies in D(Q,), and comprises 
O,(AQ,P,) = Qa . We have that P,/D(P,) is an irreducible AQ,-module 
whose kernel is Qa . Since Qs Q AQz and is a PI-group, [Q.a, P,,] = P,, and 
D(P,,) = CpO(QZ) is a maximal characteristic subgroup of P, and is necessarily 
central. Ry Lemma 2.2, P,) is a special p-group. 
Now as M is a faithful AG-module, there exists an irreducible composition 
factor, lVO, of M IAo p 2 0’ whose kernel, K, , does not contain P, . Then 
Q3 < K,, . Moreover, [A, Q2] = QZ and [QB , P,] = P,, imply K, = Qa x PI 
where PI is some A-invariant subgroup of D(P,,). Now letting a “bar” 
denote application of the homomorphism f  : AQ,P, - AQ!,PJK,, , we see 
that AQ>,P,, is faithfully represented on M, . Then A faithfully acts on 
- ~- __ ~ 
Q,iQ, = 0, = Qd’o/Po = %(Q,PoW,(QJ',A 
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since O,(Q,P,) = 1, O,(Q),P”) = 8) . I f  
induction would yield C,,,ct(A4) ‘> 0 and since char K = q is prime to / J / 
and M0 is a composition factor of .?I, C,,i(.-l) , 0 and we are done. Thus 
we may assume M == M,, , K,, = O;, -: C,,, = I, and G = Q,Z’,, . Then putting 
P, = P and Q, -_ 0, I), 2), 4), 5) hold, since K,P,, ::: D(P,). 
We now show that 3), 6) and 7) must hold. First 111 is here already a faithful 
irreducible A4Q)P-modulc. Let A/r, ,..., i12, be a decomposition of M into 
homogeneous P-components. These are permuted transitively by -40 and 
hence permuted l/2-transitively bv 0. Let (:I1 ,..., i11,?j be a Q-orbit of P- I .- 
components and set U = x M, , where the sum ranges over this orbit. The 
various Q-orbits of ilJi’s are themselves transitively permuted by the cyclic 
group -1 and so t = p”q” and U”(J) -: Jfi--d stabilizes each Q-orbit. I f  
A ,,-sl ‘.- . 4 > and A,;- <, acts faithfully on O,,,,(QPkr T’)iO,,(QP/ker o’), 
induction forces CLi(=jl,<- ,1) ;-, 0 ~1 n ~encc C,W(A) > 0. But if -~1,._,~ does not act 
faithfully on that section, then [Al, Q] I O,(QPjkcr 1:) so [ii,, Q, P] .< ker Ui, 
where the L’; are sums of all of all :lli belonging to a given Q-orbit. Since 
M = 2 I, , and M is faithful, [A4, , Q, P] -p 1 contrary to the hypothesis of 
faithful action of A on O,,,(G)jO,,,(G). Thus A,._, mu rl, ti -: 0, and 1-T -p M. 
Thus Q acts transitively on the AZ, and we may assume without loss of 
generality that M1 is stabilized by -JQ, where [Q, Q,] ~- q” and Qq is the 
subgroup of Q stabilizing flak (and hence normalized by A). It follows that A 
permutes the n/r, exactly as it permutes the cosets 0,s in Q. Since we must 
assume C,,,(A) == 0, no orbit of length p’; can occur and so each Q,,Y is 
Al-invariant. Since (1 Q, 1 , j d’I, I) m-m 1, A, fixes a point in each Q,x(by a 
lemma of Glauberman [d]) and so Q,C,(A,) = Q = SAD(Q) = Q4 . This 
means c/’ -.= 1 and Al is a homogeneous P-module. It now follows that 
Z(P) -L Z(APQ) d an so P is non-abelian. Since P is special, it is extraspecial. 
By Lemma 2.3, III II’ is irreducible. Thus 3), 6) and 7) hold. 
We Lvish to determine now the representation of 4 on P/D(P). First, if Q 
is abelian, by 4) AQ is a Frobenius group, and so A is represented on 
P = P/D(P) by some number of copies of its regular representation. Define 
the matrix .T,n by 
(m by nz). 
We shall utilize the following notation: if n, ,..., n, and b, ,..., b, are integers. 
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Then 
denotes the matrix which consists of b, diagonal blocks of Jn, , followed by 
b, diagonal blocks of Jn, , etc. Thus as noted above, if Q is abelian and a, is a 
generator of A, a0 is represented on P by 
%I - Jsk - (6) 
Now suppose Q is a non-abelian special q-group. Since p is an irreducible 
Z,AQ-module, and L is the field Z,(O) where 0 is a qth root of unity, P is 
L-equivalent to a sum of algebraically conjugate irreducible Z,(O) i2Q-modu- 
les, Pl + -.* + P, . Also, pi = pi, + 1.. + pi,, where the pij are the 
homogeneous Z,(O) Q-constituents of Pi , which are permuted by A. If  
d =: k, the representation of A is given by (1). Thus suppose 
A, = &(A) > 1, and ad generates A, . Clearly 4) implies that A, acts on 
the nonzero elements of (Q/ker Pij)/D(Q/ker pij) with all orbits of length 
1 A, 1 = P”-~. Then by Theorem 2.5.1 of Hall and Higman [7], ad is 
represented on pii by 
ad 2 fJ,k-d + ],k-del = B. 
Then, letting a, be a generator of A whose pdth power is ad, u,, is 
represented on P by a matrix with s diagonal blocks of the form 
0 I 
. . 
. . 
. . 
i i 
I 
B 0 
From the fact that the representation so obtained for A is simply that 
induced from that for A, on C = @t, pi, , a, is represented on p (in our 
previous notation) by 
a, - Sflpk + sJ,k-,d . (7) 
Having determined this, we now wish to obtain the number of A-orbits of 
each length, which occur as A permutes the elements of P. To include both 
representations (6) and (7) under the same computation we simply write the 
representation of a, on P as 
a,, - a],k i- bJ,k-,d 
with the provision that b may be zero. 
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Since 1 P / = p2n+1, 
apk + b(pk - p”) = (a + b) pk - bp” = 2n, (8) 
and (since b = 0 is possible) we may assume that d < k. 
First there are pa;mb points fixed by A, PP(~+~) points belonging to orbits of 
length at most p, and in general, p~‘(~+~) points belonging to orbits of length 
at most pi, if i < k. Then the total number of A-orbits on P is given by 
_ p(a-b) -+ ... + pp(k-‘+a-Fb) _ p+2)(a+b) 
p(k-1) 
P-1 
?&a+b)-b~d + (p _ 1) c $$(atb)+k-i-1 1 . i=O 
Now M is homogeneous as a P-module, and P is extra special. Let Mr be 
an irreducible AP-constituent of M JAP . Then Mr is also an homogeneous 
P-module and by Lemma 2.3 Mr ip is an irreducible P-module. It then 
follows that dim,Mr = p”. Since K is also a splitting field for A, we may 
suppose a, is represented on Mr by a diagonal matrix in which the characte- 
ristic p”th root of unity, A, occurs with multiplicity ai , i = l,..., pk. Then 
g ai = dim, n/r, = p”. (10) 
Choose the indices so that A1 = 1. Then in the algebra, a, of pn x p” 
matrices, Hom,(Mr , M, , Mr), 
dim,C,(a,) = m = g ai27 (11) 
where C,(a,) is the subalgebra of 0% of all matrices in 07 commuting with the 
matrix representing a, . Then from (4) in Lemma 2.1, we have 
dim,C,(a,) < q, 
and so 
d 
% 3 C ai2, 
i=l 
(12) 
where no is the number of A-orbits in P as given by (9). By way of contra- 
diction we have been assuming that C,(A) = 0, and SO CM1(A) = 0 whence 
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a, = 0 (i.e., the root 1 does not appear in a,,‘~ representation on M1 iA). Thus 
(10) through (12) must hold with a, = 0. Now subject to (10) and the con- 
dition that a, = 0, the form xi ui2 achieves its minimum value, when 
ui = p”/(p” - 1). The minimum so obtained is thus 
m, = P”“/(P” - 1) (13) 
and from (7), m, < m = n, since a, = 0 holds in (12). 
The remainder of the proof is a number theoretic reduction to a few 
specific groups obtained by gaining a contradiction from the inequality 
m, < n, , by playing (13) against (9). 
Now assume p 3 3. Substituting in m. < H(, , using (8), multiplying by 
p”(p” - 1) and trading a term, we obtain 
k-l 
p(a+b)pk-b@ < (p _ l)(pk _ 1) c pzP(a+bhk-i-l 
i=O 
if k 3 2. 
Then 
< (p - l)(pk - I)@-l[p(a+b) + pHa+b) 
+ . . . + p+‘h+b)] 
< p2k[p(a+W&’ $- (k _ l)pd-a+atb)] (14) 
p(a+b)(&+2) < \ pbpd+2k[p(a+b)(yk-‘--b-‘) + (k - 1)-J 
Now assuming k > 2, 
(15) 
k _ 1 G pk-2 G p@-'-1 ( pDk-’ G p(a+b)(P-lh+aa 
Thus from (15) 
so since p >, 3, replacing 2 by p and taking logarithms yields 
(a + b)(p” -pi-‘) < bpd + 2k + 1 < bpk--l + 2k + 1 
or 
(p(u + 6) - a - 2b) p”-l < 2k + 1. 
Suppose pk-l > 2k + 1. Then the coefficient of pL-l on the left side is not 
positive. Thus (p - I)(a + b) < b and since a + b > 1, p = 2 and a = 0 
against our hypothesis. 
Thus we must suppose that either k = 1 or that k 2 2 andpL-l < 2k + 1. 
In the latter case, k = 2 and p = 3 exactly (since p 2 3, by hypothesis). 
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Then with these values, we have from the first inequality in (14), 
39ta -b) < 2 . 8 . 33db(3(a i-h) I I ~’ 3Xarb’) 
,< 2 . 9 . 33b(33la+b) -L 33(n tb)-1 + . . . ~j- 1) 
< 2 . 33b,2 & 3Xatb) 1 ~ 1 
"( 1 . 
< 33at6b I3 
Thus6n+36<3againsta+b :a I.‘Ihusk = 1. 
With K = I, (14) now becomes 
p(nibh b << (p l)Sp(rrtb) < pCa l-b)+! 
Then 
(a ~1 b)p < a ~1 2h + 2. 
Thus if p ;> 5, we have 
n + 2b + 2 > 5(a + 6) ; 3(a I b) + 2 > a + 2b $- 2 
an absurdity. 
Thus p = 3, and (16) becomes 
2a + b < 2. 
(16) 
Thus a = 0 and so b -= I. In this case A is cyclic of order 3, and a,, is re- 
presented on P by Jz so P is an extra-special group of order 33. Then it is 
easy to see that Q is a quaternion group and that Mr is a 3dimensional 
module over some extension of GF(2). Does this case provide an example 
showing that the proviso “(p, q) f  (3, 2)” is a necessary part of our lemma ? 
Clearly, H = APQ is the group obtained by letting S,(2, 3), the 2-dimen- 
sional symplectic group over GF(3), act on the extra special group of order 
33 and exponent 3. Such a group certainly exists. Let K be algebraically 
closed and having characteristic 3. We shall have demonstrated that this 
group (and hence the pair (p, 9) = (3, 2)) is a genuine exception to the 
statement of the lemma if WC can find a faithful &X-module, M, on which 
the subgroup, A, acts fixed point free. Let Ma be any faithful irreducible 
KIT-module (such a module exists since Z(P) is the unique minimal normal 
subgroup of H.) M is then a homogeneous KP-module since Z(P) = Z(H) 
and P has its faithful irreducible representations uniquely determined by 
their restrictions to Z(P). It follows from Lemma 2.3 that M, Ip is irreducible. 
Thus dim K lUz m-- 3. As already noted ~z,~(il) 5 = the number of A-orbits 
on P. Does this number really represent dimK C,(pe(ao)) where 
M = Hom,(lWa , Ma) and Ma affords the representation, pz , of KH? In this 
case it actually does. We need only show that i2-orbits of length 1 in P arc 
“regular” in the sense of Lemma 2.1 -i.e. that A-invariant cosets of Z(P) in 
P, contain elements fixed by A. Now a, is represented by Jz on P and so P 
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contains a 1 -dimensional subspace, P, , fixed element-wise by A. If  PI is the 
subgroup of P such that PI/D(P) = Pr , the PI is abelian of type (3,3). Now 
the quaternion group, Q, contains an involution, 7, which commutes with a, 
and which inverts P, while centralizing Z(P). The subgroup, PI , is ‘CT, a,+ 
invariant and admits the decomposition, PI = Cpl(,) x [T, PJ where the 
first component is actually Z(P). S’ mce (7, CZ(,) =:: 1, a, leaves each of these 
components invariant. Since 1 A / 7: 3 and this is the order of each com- 
ponent, n, centralizes PI . Th us n,(J) = 5 is the dimension of the centralizer. 
Consequently the multiplicities, ai , with which the cube roots appear as 
characteristic roots of p?(a,) are given by, (ai , a2 , aa) = (0, 1, 2) in sovw 
order. Thus M, iA = Xi $ 2hj, where hi and hj are distinct linear K-repre- 
sentations of A. Thus for suitable linear K-representation, & , regarded as a 
linear representation of 13, the module, Mt, affording the representation 
pa @ X, can be chosen so that the l-representation is not a component of 
pZ iA & X, ; that is, A acts in fixed point free manner Mi Thus the triple 
(H, K, Mi) defined in this way shows that (p, 9) # (3, 2) must be provided 
for in the statement of the lemma. 
Nova assume p = 2. We first prove the inequality 
d,< = 2.5 t~k-1 + 22.stk%? + . . . + 22”4” < p’s71 if s>l. (17 
) 
I f  k z 1, (17) reads 2” < 2s+1. If  (17) holds for k, multiplying both sides by 
2 and adding 22k” to both sides yields 4,+, < 22k-‘s+2 $ 22ks. As we are now 
assuming that k 3 2, and s 3 1, 2L-1 s > 2s > 2 whence 2”~~s + 2 :T 2s 
and so A,-, < 2 * 22ks = 22ks+1, proving (17) for k + 1. 
Applying, now, (17) to the sum on the right in the first inequality in (14), 
wc obtain (withp = 2 and d -( h - 1) after multiplication by 2b2’1, 
2’” l-b)2k < 2b2”(2” _ 1) . 22”‘~‘(a + b) it1 
< 2b2k--l+k t2~-‘(a-~b)+l 
or, for the exponents 
(18) 
(a f b) 2k-l < b2”-1 + k + 1 (19) 
or 
~2~-l < k + 1. (20) 
Now assume a f  0. Then either k = 1 and a == 2 or a = 1 and k < 3. 
But h 1 1 is always impossible, for if k = 1, then 1 A / = 2 and since A has 
been assumed to act fixed point free on M, A is represented by scalar multi- 
plication by -1 there. Thus A centralizes QP, against 5). Thus a = 1, and 
k = 2 or 3. 
Suppose Q is abelian. Then AQ is a Frobenius group and so a, is represen- 
ted on P as ],k , and so we have b = 0. In this case, dimZn(P) = 2” =- 4 or 8. 
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Suppose, first, that A is cyclic of order 8. Then j P 1 = 2s and 
dim, Mi = 24. Thus if ai denotes the multiplicity with which the p”th 
root, pi occurs as a characteristic root of the matrix representing a, on Mr , we 
have ck, ai = 16 and from (3) and (4), 11 ai < 36, the number of A-orbits 
on H when a, acts as Js there. Since, by assumption A acts fixed point free 
on Ml, we may assume ui = 0 where pi = 1. But now, subject to the 
restrictions that a, = 0 and ai =: 16, the minimum possible value of C ai is 
(16)2/7 = 36(4/7), which slightly exceeds our number of orbits. Thus we 
exclude the case 1 A / := 8. 
Now suppose 1 A 1 = 4. Our inequalities can now all be satisfied. Here, a, 
is represented by J4 on P. Then 1 P / := 24, and so Q is either isomorphic to 
Z, x Z, or Z, . In either case, the Frobenius group, AQ is indeed a subgroup 
of the symplectic group, S,(4,2). Ag ain, let ai denote the multiplicity of the 
root pLi in pi(a,), i = 1, 2, 3, 4, where pi is the representation afforded by Mr , 
which, as will be recalled, was throughout chosen to be an irreducible KAP- 
submodule of M IAP . By Lemma 2.3, Mi lp is irreducible. From (3) and (4), 
Et=, ai < 6, the number of A-orbits on P. Also, C:=.;, a, = 4. There are 
only two possibilities: (i) Not every A-orbit is regular in the sense qfLemma 2.1. 
Then the inequality given by (4) is proper and so 2 a, = C at2 == 4 is 
forced. In this case, ai ~.- 1 for i :- -- 1, 2, 3, 4 and so A has its regular represen- 
tation on Ml . This would then contradict the hypothesis that A is fixed point 
free on M, which was assumed by way of contradiction. (ii) Ewry A-orbit is 
regular. Then C ui2 = 6 and (ai , a, , a3 , a,) = (0, 1, 1, 2) in some order. 
But from Lemma 2.1, A, := (aa2) must then also act on p with all its orbits 
regular. Thus, since uo2 is represented by 21, on p, n*(A,) L= “&A,) -L 10 
orbits. Consequently, from (3), ~(a,“) has its roots with multiplicities 1 and 
3. There arc thus either 1 or 3 primitive roots occurring among the characteris- 
tic roots of p(a,). 
Now suppose Q -= 5 so AQ is metacyclic of order 20. Let y  be an element 
of order 5 generating Q. Since y  acts irreducibly on p, the Hall-Higman 
theorem B tells us that y  is represented on M by JJ (characteristic is 5, here). 
Thus M is indecomposable as a KQ-module. Let 
be a chief series of KAQ-submodules of M. Then the spaces V, = M/M2 
and V, = M2 provide 2-dimensional representations of AQ. Since y  acts 
with minimal equation (X - 1)4 = 0, y  is represented by Ja on both V, and 
V, . Since AQ is a Frobenius group, each Vi is a faithful AQ-module. It 
follows that a basis for Vi can be chosen so that the representation of AQ 
afforded by Vi is defined by 
1 
y-0 ( ai 1 1 and 0 a, - ‘OIi t O Pi 1 i = 1,2. 
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Since ao2 inverts y, ~~a/$2 = -1. It follows that one of the two roots, 01~ or pi 
is a primitive fourth root, while the other is not. Since this holds with 
i : 1, 2, uo2 acts on M as diag(+l, $1, -1, -1). This contradicts the 
fact that in case (ii), ao2 must be represented with one root occurring once, 
the other occurring three times. 
Now suppose 4 = 3. Here A acts irreducibly on Q, which is elementary 
abelian of order 9. Then P is the sum of two irreducible Q-modules, pr + P2 , 
which have subgroups, (ur) and (u,), of Q for their respective kernels. The 
four elements u:‘, z$ are conjugate in AQ under the action of a,. For 
each of these, Cp(z$‘) has order 4. There are four remaining elements of 
Q#, ?-‘:1> z$‘, also conjugate under the action of a,, which acts in fixed 
point free manner on P. From Lemma 2.1, (1) holds, since Q has order 
prime to 1 p j . The dimension of the centralizer of p(ui’) or p(r$‘) can be 
computed from (2). Thus for y  E Q, y  is represented on M by 
Y - 13 -t 11 ify = uli*l, i = 1,2 
(6 orbits on P) 
Y--J2 i fy =ua*l,i = 1,2 
(21) 
(8 orbits on p) 
It follows from this, that the abelian group, Q, is indecomposably represented 
on M. Again, select a chief series of KAQ-submodules of M, say 
M > Ml > M, > MS > Md = 0, each of codimension one in its prede- 
cessor, and consider the two KA4Q-modules, VI = M/M, and V, = Mz. 
Suppose V, is trivial as a KQ-module. Then V, = C,(uF’) = (of’ - 1) M, 
from (21). Thus u:’ acts trivially on VI , whence ker V, > Q. Similarly if 
z$’ acts trivially on VI , then ($’ - 1) M = Mz = C&u:‘) so ZL:’ also 
acts trivially on V, . Thus the two modules, V, and V, , are either both 
faithful as KL4Q-modules or both have kernels containing Q. If  the latter case 
holds, every element of Q must act with quadratic minimal polynomial on M, 
against (21). Thus both VI and V, are faithful KAQ-modules. It then follows 
that with respect to an appropriate basis the representation of AQ on Vi can 
be defined by 
where btjcij f  0, 01~ and pi are fourth roots. Then U$ = u;’ implies 
oLy2/3i2bi, = -b,, whence a;‘pi is a primitive fourth root. It follows that 
exactly one member of the pair (ai , pi) is a primitive fourth root, the other 
is + 1. Since ~(a,,) - diag(ol, , pr , cyz , pz), it follows from this that 
Ph2) N diag(1, I, -1, -1). This contradicts what we know of p(ao2) from 
the hypotheses of case (ii). 
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Now assume Q is non-abelian. (We are still operating from equation (20) 
under the assumption that a f  0, i.e. that a =: 1 and K = 2 or 3.) Then 
0 < b Y< a = 1 shows that b 1. Thus a, is represented on P by 
Jzk + J2~_2~ with d < k. Since dim,%(P) is even, d > 0. Suppose K -=I 3. Then 
d = 1 or 2. I f  d = I, a, is represented by Js -+ J, . Then dim, M = 27 and so 
zf==, ai = 2’. But, then, subject to ai = 0, minx ai .= 214/7 = 2,340 + (4/7). 
This number does not exceed dim, C,(p(aa)), which does not exceed 
n,(A) 4 -t- 6 + 60 + 2,016 = 2,086. This is an absurdity. I f  d = 2, a,, is 
represented by J8 + J,% on P and so p is partitioned into 550 orbits. But now 
the aj must satisfy C ai = 2” and so, subject to n, = 0, 
min c u,~ -= 585 -I- (l/7) < dim,C,(p(aJ) < zO(A) = 550, 
another contradiction. 
Now suppose h == 2. Then d = I and a, -- JA -1 Jz defines the repre- 
sentation of d on P. Since a = b =: 1, from (7), s = f  = I. Thus if L is a 
splitting field for AQ, which contains Z, , P @L is already an irreducible 
LAS-module. From d = 1, p @I, == pII + PI,:! where pl,i , i =z 1, 2, are 
irreducible non-isomorphic L(as2) Q-modules, transposed by a, , and each 
pii has L-dimension 3 and represents uaa as Jz -i J1 . Since Q/Q n ker PIi) 
is extra-special, dim,(pr,) = 3 . 1s a power of y. Thus 4 = 3. Since 
1 A 1 :: 4 and Q = A/D(Q) is an irreducible Z,A-module (from 4), / Q 1 = 32. 
Since Q is special, and Q = Z, x Z, , Q’ is cyclic and so Q is extra-special, 
non-abelian of order 33 and exponent 3. Thus the pl,i are faithful LQ-modules, 
and since they are non-isomorphic, a, must invert D(Q). But it is now easy to 
see that Q does not admit an automorphism of order 4 with these properties. 
Since a,, acts irreducibly on Q, for any element y  E Q - D(Q), (y, y@o> == Q 
and if x = (y, y”o), z generates D(Q) = Z(Q). Since a,,” inverts Q, yao2 =z y-l . zh 
for some integer 6. Using the fact that Q has class 2 and a, inverts D(Q), we 
have 
,r-l zzz ,+o =z (y, y%)% = (y”o, yV ) = (y"o, y-'$) 
= (y%J-1) =: (y-1, yUu)--l _ ((y,y%-1)-l =x 
an absurdity, since O(x) =z= 3. 
Thus from (20), we are lead to suppose that a = 0. Then a, is represented 
by JZlcpzd . Thus if d = k - I, a~‘-’ acts trivially on Q against our assumption 
that [A, , Q] ~= Q. Thus we must assume d < k - 2. Then from the first 
inequality in (18), with a == 0, 
2b2k < 2b2”-2(2k _ 1) . 2b2*-‘-i-l 
or 
Thus k < 4. 
b2k-2 < k + 1. (22) 
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Now assume b = 1. Then d > 1 since dimzF(q = b(2k - 2d) must be 
even. Several alternatives arise, and unfortunately m all of these, the inequality 
(18) holds. First suppose d = 1. Then k = 3 or 4. I f  k = 4, a, is represented 
by the matrix Jld on P. It follows that Q is extra special of order 73. But this 
is impossible since a central 7-element in Q must then be able to act fixed 
point free on a &space of dimension 14. Suppose d = 1 and k = 3. In this 
case j I-’ / = 22, / A 1 = 8 and a, acts as JG . In this case Q is extra1 special of 
order 3” and a,, acts irreducibly on Q/D(Q) with minimal polynomial 
s2 + x T 2 or 9 + 2x + 2. In either case n, inverts the center of Q and the 
semidirect product AQ, having order 63, must be able to act on P. Here, 
a, , n,“, and uo4 act on P with 12, 20 and 40 regular orbits respectively. From 
Lemma 2.1, the multiplicities of linear characters for (a,), (a,;) and (a,“) on 
M are respectively (0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2), (0, 2, 3, 3) and (2, 6). Since by 
assumption C,W(A) = 0, the zeros must involve trivial characters in both 
cases, so that a, is represented with eigenvalues w2, w6, w, w3, ws, W’ (the 
latter two occurring twice) for some primitive eighth root w in K. It follows 
that C,W(u,~2) = 0. Thus, if the group AQP exists, it contains as a subgroup, 
the group (a,:) QP of index two as an “exceptional” group. This group must 
necessarily be encountered in the case b = 2, d = 0, k = 3, which occurs 
in the next paragraph and the discussion of this group is deferred to that 
point. Still retaining the assumption that b = 1, the case d > 1 still remains. 
Since d :< k - 2 and Iz 5 4, we have 2 -= d _ k - 2 and k = 4. Here, 
P IA is described by a, - Jlz . Set tl, = (a,“) so 1 A, / = 4. It follows that 
over the algebraic closure of & , p is a sum of algebraically conjugate irredu- 
cible AQ modules and that in each of these, A, is the stabilizer of a homo- 
geneous Q-component. It follows that A/A, acts faithfully on Z(Q). However 
dimension requirements force 1 Q i :-- 33 and so a cyclic group of order 4 must 
act on Z(Q) ‘v & , an absurdity. Thus we may suppose b f  1. 
Now since a = 0, we have b ?2 2 and so (22) implies k = 2 exactly. Then 
d = 0. Thus a, is represented as 2J3 on P, and p @L is a sum of two alge- 
braically conjugate AQ-modules, each of dimension 3. This forces 
[Q : D(Q)] =- 32. Since Q is non-abelian special (from a = 0), Q is extra 
special of order 33. Since Q admits the cyclic group of order 4, namely A, as 
a group of automorphisms, A has exponent 3. 1Ve have already seen from a 
previous case involving ( A / = 4, q := 3, that since A acts irreducibly on 
Q/D(Q), A necessarily centralizes Z(Q). N ow P is an extra special q-group of 
order 27. WC now observe that under the assumption that the group, AQP, 
exists, the triple (A, QP, M) satisfies the hypotheses of our lemma, yet 
[Ai , QP/P] f  1. First, dim, M = 8 (this requires an application of 
Lemma 2.3). I f  z generates Z(Q), z acts irreducibly on p with 22-orbits there, 
and this forces M I+) to be described by z - 2J3 + Jz . Thus M 1 czj is a sum 
of only three indecomposable (z)-modules. Since z and a, commute, it 
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follows that the minimal polynomial of n,, on Al has not more than three 
distinct roots. Thus x := x(M iA) 3h, + 3h, -f- 2X, (at least three roots are 
present since n,(A) = 22 orbits, also), where the Ai denote three distinct 
linear characters of A. By regarding a linear character, A, of A as a character 
of APQ with one-dimensional module, 7, , it is possible to choose X so that 
,((I%2 & VA IA) does not involve the trivial character, Then the triple 
(A, PQ, M 8 VA IA) satisfies our hypotheses since A acts fixed point free 
on 111 P I’ ii A . The question remains, of course, whether AQP is a group. Such 
a group does exist. First AQ is defined by 
+A0 = gP(yl ,yz, a0 I yi3 = (~5 , y2J3 = 1, (yl ,yJ = z is central 
a0 
4 = l,(a,, z) = I, yl”” = y2 > Yi” = Y?.> 
Similarly, P is the central product of three quaternion groups so that P is 
defined by 
(ai, bJ = aip = bi” = T, i = 1, 2, 3. 
(ai, bj) = (ui , b,) =- (bi , bj) = 1 for i 5.i. 
It remains to define the action of AQ on P. First set 
a”2 = a 
1 
ay2 E a 
2’ 2 3 ’ a3 
y2 = a 1 , by” = 6, , b:” = b, , 63”” = b, 
a’1 = a 
1 1 I b:’ = 6, , al1 = b, , b,“’ = a b a’2 = a,b, , b3y2 = a3 22’ 3 
so that when B = PI 1. P, _L Ps , a decomposition of P mto three hyper- 
bolic planes corresponding to three quaternion groups entering the central 
product, the ai, bi form a symplectic basis, yz permutes the planes in a 
three-cycle, while the action of y1 and z = (yl , yp) on the planes is described 
by yi - (1, O, G), z - (02, ~9, G), where o - (: :) is the automorphism of 
order 3 on Pi relative to {a, , bi}. NOW a0 2 inverts both ~1 and yz . It follows 
that uo2 transposes Pz and P3 and stabilizes PI . In fact (ao2, z) = 1 implies 
that ao2 fixes PI elementwise. Since (uo2 - 1) p = (a, - l)2 P, the subspace 
u = (a2 + a3 > 2 b + b3) is the set of fixed points of a, on p. Finally, if 
u E P, u has order 2 or 4 if and only if 21 = uZ(P) projects nontrivially on an 
even or odd number of the Pi in p. Using these three facts and the relations 
Yl a0 = y2 , y;o = y;l, the action of a, is completely determined. We have 
% O” = a1a2a3 b: = b,b,b, 
aa0 = a,a,b,b, 2 b;” = b,a,a,b, 
a3 “0 = a,b,a,b, b”o = 3 b a b b 1223 
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so the action of a, on P is described by 
/ 
101010 
010101 \ 
aI Id I 101101 011011 I 
\ 
100111 
011110 ! 
which is equivalent to 21, . Every A-orbit on P is regular. An interesting 
feature of this group is that C,(A) is elementary, and AQ acts transitively on 
the 54 cyclic subgroups of order 4 in P. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 3.1. 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let A, G and H be as in Lemma 3.1 and suppose condi- 
tions 1) through 7) hold. Then ;f C,(A) = 0, / A 1 = 3 or 4 and AG is either 
the group described in the second paragraph following equation (16) (SL(2, 3) 
acting on an extraspecial group of order 33) or the group described at the end 
qf the proof of Lemma 3.2. 
Proof. In the proof of Lemma 3.1, these “exceptional” groups arise 
directly from 1)-7) under the assumption that C,(A) = 0 without further 
use of induction. 
LEntn,rA 3.3. Let Q be a special q-group, and let A be a cyclic group of 
automorphisms of Q having order pk. Suppose there exist subgroups A, < A and 
Q,, a Q such that: 
(i) Q, is A,,-invariant and Q/Q0 is extraspecial. 
(ii) A,, acts on Q/Q0 in such manner that it centralizes its center and acts 
irreducibly on its Frattini factor group. 
(iii) Q0 contains no nontrivial A-invariant subgroup. 
(iv) If / A,, 1 = pm, then pm+l does not divide [Q : QOZ(Q)] - 1. 
Then C,(Z(Q)) = A, and A fixes a nontrivial element of Z(Q). 
Remark. In fact one can show that Q is a direct product of extraspecial 
g-groups isomorphic to Q/Q0 , that the direct factors are permuted transitively 
by A with A, as the stabilizer of each factor and AZ(Q)/A,, N (A/A,)J Z, . 
Proof of Lemma 3.3. First if A, = {l}, (ii) forces Q/Q0 to be cyclic 
against (i). Thus / A,, / > 1. If  A, did not act faithfully on Q/Q,, , then 
fiI(A,) = A, would centralize Q/Q:< as yi ranges over a transversal of A, in A. 
From (iii), niQi* I and this lvould force [A41, Q] = I against the hypo- 
thesis that A is a group of automorphisms of Q. 
Smcc -4 acts faithfully on Q = Q/Z(Q) and -4,) acts faithfully and irreducibh 
on the Frattini factor group of Q/Q,, , it follows that A,, 1 C,(Z(‘)) and 
[Q : Q,] em q”~l where e is the exponent of q modulo p”’ mm_ ~d4, / . Hy (iv), 
P ~+r does not divide qe ~ I and so from Lemma 2.4 and (iii), Q is an irredu- 
cible A-module induced from the A,,-submodule (Q/QJ(Q)). Thus Q has 
dimension ~+“‘e and, as A,,-module, is a direct sum of JY-~” -- [-4 : .4,] 
irreducible subspaces, cyclically permutted by A. 
If  k =: m then A = A, and so Q(, =- 1, and the conclusion holds. Thus we 
may assume A, < A. In this case the Q,“L -= Q~LZ(Q)/Z(Q) form a family- of 
two or more maximal Z,A,, submodules. Thus the Qil generate Q. Kow 
where intersections are taken over i = I,..., pr-m. Thus the intersection of 
the QitZ(Q) is central in Q; whence the intersection of QJc is trivial in Q. Now 
set 
and write 
Q, = n (Q,"%Q)> 
ii, 
Qj = Qj/Z(Q) = f-) Q$. 
i#j 
Since Q/Qj is a subdirect product of pr-m - l&,-modules of dimension e, 
&, > 0. On the other hand 
Since Q:r is a maximal A,-submodule of Q, we have Q = Q9 @ Q,Yi for 
j- 1 ,..., P’~-~~. If  [Qj , Qj] lies in Q’ n Qil for some j, then Q’ < Qii against 
(iii). Thus [Qr , Qr] contains an element q which does not lie in Q,, and 
generates the center of Q/Q0 . This element z1 lies in Qit for 2 ,( j <I pk-“l. 
I f  ,4 acts fixed point free onZ(Q), then zr , $1 ,..., zp, d = P*-~~, are linearly 
dependent on Z(Q). Since zF* lies in 8:~ , i + j, and since z1 is a linear 
combination of $2, $3 , etc., it follows that z1 lies in every Qii . By (iii), 
z1 =--- I. This contradicts the fact that zr generates the center of the extra- 
special group Q/Q”, and completes the proof. 
The hypothesis (iv) is a necessary ingredient of Lemma 3.3, since the 
extraspecial group of order 27 admits a fixed point free automorphism of 
order eight (here ) A ) = 8, / A, 1 = 4, Q, -= 1). 
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LEMMA 3.4. Let A, G and M be as in Lemma 3.1. Suppose (p, q) # (Z!, 3) 
and that A actsjxedpoint free on the section O,,,(G)/O,,(G). Then C,;(A) :> 0. 
Proof. Suppose C,(A) = 0. By induction, we may assume that 
G = O,,,(G) and that M is a faithful K(AG)-module where K is algebraically 
closed. 
Let Q be an A-invariant S,-subgroup of G. Set Q,, = Q A O,,(G) and 
choose Qa in Q minimal with respect to containing Q,, and QJQ,, being 
normalized by A but not centralized by A, = $(A). By Lemma 1.2.3 of 
[8], 0,/Q,, acts faithfully on the p-group O,,(G)/O,(G). By Lemma 2.2, 
0,/O is a special q-group. Now select an A-invariant subgroup P, of an 
,“,,+O 
A-invariant S,-subgroup of G, minimal with respect to PoQO/QO being 
normalized by AQ, but not centralized by Qa . (This is possible since an S,- 
subgroup of G is normal modulo Q, . P, itself, may not be normalized by 
Qa .) A acts fixed point free on Q,/Qo since this section is A-isomorphic to a 
subgroup of O,,,(G)/O,,(G). It follows that the triple (A, QZPO , M) satisfy 
the hypothesis of the theorem, so by induction G = Q,P, . Moreover, 
PoQ,/QO is a special p-group, and AQ2/Q2 acts irreducibly on its Frattini 
factor group. 
\Ve can now find a composition factor Xl,, of M which does not contain 
PO in its kernel. It follows that ker MO avoids the Frattini factor grouip of 
P”Q,/Q,) due to the AQ,-invariance of the former and the AQ,-irreducibility 
of the latter. Thus induction on the triple (A, G/ker M,, , MO) forces M == M,, . 
Since ilf is irreducible and char K == q, Q, = O,(G) = 1. 
By Lemma 3.1, C&.4) = 0 forces both PO = O,,(G) = O,(G) and 
Qz - %,(G)/%(G) t o b e non-abelian. In addition p and y  are 2 and 3 in 
some order. By hypothesis p -:= 3, q -= 2. 
Let ,I2 = Ml @ ... @ nz,$ b e a decomposition of M into its homogeneous 
P,,-components. These components are permuted transitively by AQ2. If  
A, = !$(A), permutes the Mi in a cycle of length p, then A permutes them 
with a cycle of length 1 A 1 , against C,(A) = 0. Thus A, stabilizes each Rli . 
Let Q, be the stabilizer in Q2 of Mr . Since A, stabilizes all members of the 
Q,-orbit of Ml , A, fixes every coset of Q, in Q, . By a theorem of Glauberman, 
Cop(A,) Qfa = Q2. But CQe(A1) :< D(QJ now forces Q3 := Q, . Thus each 
Mi is stabilized by A,Q, and permuted transitively by A. Let A,, be the 
stabilizer in A of the component Ml and set L, = ker Mi in AG. ‘Then 
P,,/(& n PO) is homogeneously represented on Mi and so has cyclic center. 
Since I-‘, was non-abelian special, two possibilities exist for P,J(Li ~1 PO): 
either (a) it is extraspecial, or (b) it is a central product of an extraspecial 
group and a cyclic group of order p2. If  case (b) holds, 
z(f’o& n Po)),ID(PoI& n p,,)) 
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has order 3 and is a Qs-invariant section. This section is centralized by a sub- 
group of index at most 2 in Q, and so is centralized by D(Q,). But D(Q,) acts 
fixed point free on P0 = P,,/D(P,) since P0 is a faithful irreducible AQ2- 
module and QZ is non-abelian special. Thus (a) holds; Po/(Li n P,,) is extra- 
special. Since A,Q,Po 4 AG, M is completely reducible as a A,Q,P,- 
module, and so the same conclusion holds for ;1Ji . Thus Mr is an irreducible 
A,Q,P,-module, and by the remark in Section 2, since A,Q, is a cyclic 
extension of a q-group, Mr is irreducible as a Pa-module. This also forces 
O&G/L,) = 1. Clearly Q2Li/Li is an S,-subgroup of G/L,. Thus conditions 
I), 2) 3), 6), and 7) of Lemma 3.1 hold with A,, , G/L,, , Q,L,/L, , P,L,/L,and 
Mi occupying the roles of A, G, Q, P and M, respectively. We can also show 
that 4) holds. First, Q2 is a special q-group whose Frattini factor group 
admits A irreducibly and faithfully. Thus Q,LJL, has QiLl/Li as commutator 
subgroup and Frattini subgroup (since its commutator factor group is 
elementary). Suppose Z(Q2/Q2 n LJ = B/(Qz n Lo. Since 
Q; = Z(QJ, B 2 QXQ2 n LJ(Q, n 4). 
Then B is an A,-invariant abelian subgroup of Qa . Since O&G/L,) = 1, 
BLJL, acts faithfully on P,L,/L, . A,, acts on BPoLJLi , and the semidirect 
product of these is represented faithfully on the module Mi. Since 
CM1(A,) = 0, Lemma 3.1 cannot be applied. Therefore Z4, , BP,L,/L, , 
BL,/L, , P,,L,/L, and Mi do not satisfy the hypotheses of Lemma 3.1. It 
follows that A, = !$(A,) centralizes BLJL, whence BLJL, lies in 
CQJAJ Li/L, = QiL,/L, . (Note that CoZLZ,La(A1) = Co,(AJ LJL, since QZ 
is A invariant.) Thus BLJL, = Q)2LiiI~i and so Q,L,/L, is special. n’loreover 
the fixed points of A, in QzLilLi 1’ le in D(Q,L,/L,) and A, acts with all orbits 
the same length on the nonzero elements of the Frattini factor group of 
QzLi/Li . Thus QzLi/Li also satisfies condition 4) of Lemma 3.1. 
Condition 5) cannot be verified except to say that the Frattini factor group 
of P&/L, is a faithful A,Q,L,/L, module. Nonetheless, enough is known to 
obtain a characterization of A,Q,L,/L, . First, if we choose P,,LJL, in PoLJL 
minimal with respect to being A,QzLJLi-invariant but not centralized by QZ ; 
and choose an A,Q,P,,L,/L,-composition factor M,,, of &I; with kernel 
K,/L, , then CM<o(AO) = 0, and Lemma 3.1 forces P,,L,/L, to be non- 
abelian. Since PoL,/Li is extraspecial and irreducibly represented on 
Mi , Po,L,/Li is also extraspecial. The remark in Section 2 shows Mi,,jp,,L81Li 
is irreducible. In fact, if KJL, is the kernel of Mi, in A,Q,P,,,LJL, , then 
A,, Q,Pi,Ki/Li , QzK,IL,, P&,/L, and NI,,, do satisfy conditions 1) though 7) 
of Lemma 3.1, placed respectively on A, G, Q, P and M of that lemma. Since 
Gu(4,) y  0, and (A q) + (2, 3), C ‘orollary 3.2 now forces A,Q,Po,Li/L, to 
be one of the specific “exceptional” groups at the end of the proof of Lemma 
3.1. More precisely, AoQ2Li/L, IV SL(2, 3). 
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This is all we really need to know in order to apply Lemma 3.3. We now 
have that Qz is a special q-group whose Frattini factor group irreducibly 
admits A; that Li n Q, is a normal A,-invariant subgroup of Qs w‘hich 
contains no proper A-invariant subgroups (since n Li = 0); that 1 A,, 1 = 3 
and A,Q,/(Q,L,) is SL(2, 3). Thus hypothesis (i) through (iv) are satisfied by 
A, Q2, and (Qz n Li) in the role of A, Q and Q0 in Lemma 3.3. We conclude 
that Qa contains a fixed point of A. This is a contradiction since Q2 is A- 
isomorphic to an A-invariant subgroup O,,,(G)/O,,(G) which by hypothesis 
is fixed point free under A. This completes the proof of the lemma. 
The above Lemma 3.4 is the first result of this section which incorporates 
an hypothesis which is not symmetric in p and q. It is in fact not difficu.lt to 
construct a counterexample to show that Lemma 3.4 cannot hold if p = 2: and 
q =- 3. At the expense of greater Fitting height, symmetry can be regained in 
the following 
PROPOSITION. Let A be a cyclic p-group of automorphisms acting on and 
normalizing a Sylow system of a {p, q} group G. Form the semidirect product AG 
and let M be a faithful KAG-module where K is a jCield of characteristic q. If 
C,(A) 1 0, then A, = aI(A) centralizes the section 
Note: The proof of this “five-layer lemma” occupied some 50 pages Iof an 
earlier version of this paper, and leads to a bound of Fitting height for 
(p, q}-groups twice as large as that which can now be obtained from Lemma 3.4. 
LEMMA 3.5. Suppose A is a cyclic p-group of order p” which acts as a 
group of automorphisms of a (p, q}-group G in such a manner that A leaves a 
Sylow system of G invariant and acts fixed point free on an S,-subgroup of G. 
Assume O,(G) = 1 and that (p, q) is not the ordered pair (2, 3). Then G has 
Fitting height at most 2k. 
Proof. Set N = D(O,(G)) and suppose N > 1. Then O,(G/N) = 1, A 
leaves a Sylow system of G/N invariant and acts fixed point free on one of its 
S,-subgroups. By induction fiL(G/N) 6 2k and so f,JG) < 2k from the 
definition of N. Thus we may assume N = 1 so that O,(G) = M is elemen- 
tary and fixed point free under A. By Lemma 1.2.3 of [8], AG/M is faithfully 
represented on Ad and by hypothesis C,(A) = 0. By hypothesis, it is false 
that p = 2 and q = 3 both hold. Thus by Lemma 3.3, A, =: aI cen- 
tralizes the section X = O,,,(G/M)/O,,(G/M) = O,,(G/M)/O,((=/M). 
Thus [A,, G] < C,(X,) = O,,,(G). S’ mce O,,,(G)/O,,(G) has order lprime 
to A and 4 fixes (G/O,,(G))/(O,,,(G)/o,,(G)) elementwise, CG,o~D&%) 
covers G/O,,,(G). Since the section X is A,-isomorphic to an A-invariant 
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section of an S,-subgroup of G, C,,oQpo,(d,) covers G/O,,(G). Thus 
G/O,,(G) admits A/A, as a group of operators which stabilizes and acts 
fixed point free on one of its S,-subgroups. By induction, O,(G/O,,(G)) = 1 
impliesf,(G/O,,(G)) 5; 2(k - 1) rh w encef,(G) 5: 2k, completing the proof. 
4. PROOF OF THE ?'HEOREMAND ITS COROLLARY 
Proof of the Theorem. Let N be a cyclic group. We shall show that fh is 
bounded on 9’(N) by T@(N)) w .h ere 7 is the function defined in Lemma 1.4. 
According to Lemma 1.4, we need only determine that the function u is 
bounded by 272 + 1; more precisely, it will suffice to show that if N is a 
cyclic group of order p”qb acting fixed point free on a {p, g}-group S, then 
fh(S) . . 2(u f  b) + 1. Since N is the Carter subgroup of the semidirect 
product NS with normal complement S, N leaves a Sylow system of S 
invariant (Lemma 1.1). Moreover, an SD-subgroup of N acts fixed point 
free on an S,-subgroup of S. Because of the symmetry between p and q we 
can suppose that (p, q) is not the ordered pair (2, 3). Then with the SD-sub- 
group, -VP, of N in the role of A and S/O,(S) in the role of G, Lemma 3.5 
implies fil(S/O,(S)) < 2a, so fil(S) -; 2a + 1 < 2(u + b) + 1. This com- 
pletes the proof of the Theorem. 
Proof of the Corollary. Let S be a savable group having the cyclic 
group C as its Carter subgroup. Then to prove the Corollary it suffices to 
show that fh(S) < ~*(p(c)). Let 1 : F,(S) < F,(S) < *.. < F,(S) = S 
be the upper Fitting series for S. Choose the index i maximal with respect 
to C n F(S) = 1. Then C acts in fixed point free manner on Eli(S) and so 
i = fh(Fi(S)) < 7(p(C)) by the main theorem. Then as 
C n K+,(S) > 1, P(Q) <P(C) 
where C -= CFi+,(S)/Fi+,(S) is the Carter subgroup of G = G/F,+,(S). 
Then induction on / C 1 yields f,(G) < T*@(C) -. 1). Then 
fds) = h(Fi(S)) + fdFdS)IFdSN + fdGIFi+dS)) 
< T@(C)) + 1 + T*(p(c) - I) 
G T”(P(C>), 
from the definition of T*. 
Remark. The main theorem and corollary of this paper depend upon the 
bound for Fitting height obtained by Thompson [12] for the case of n’- 
automorphism groups acting on n-groups. It is also possible to prove this 
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result using methods of Hall-Higman type, viz. Lemma 2.1, There is in 
fact a group-theoretic configuration (representation of the group RAB 
appearing on pages 7 and 8) in [12] which d oes not appear to enjoy all of the 
properties attributed to it. 1Iore specifically, 
RdB =gp(x,y,y,,y,/x2 =y” =y;” = I,i = 1,2,,~y -=yx 
(Y1,Yz)==XEZ(Y1,Yz),YiZ=Y;l,i= 132, 
YIY = YIYZ 7 YzY = Ya> 
possesses a faithful irreducible complex character which is not rational when 
restricted to its subgroup A x B = (x) x (y) (the associated represcnta- 
tion has degree three and represents .xy as diag( -w, -1, 1) where w is a 
primitive cube root of unity. In both the normal extraspecial subgroups R 
and the underlying complex RAB-module, M, associated with this represen- 
tation, the condition that C(A) < C(B) is maintained, C(A) being nontrivial 
in both instances.). 
Accordingly we sketch here a brief proof of the essential result of [12], 
minimizing as much as possible duplication of arguments. It will be seen that 
Lemma 2.1 serves as a suitable replacement of the character theory. 
Let A ‘v 2, be a group of automorphisms of a solvable p’-group S and 
let C = C,(A). We wish to show that O,(C) < O,,,,(S). 
Assuming otherwise, we can suppose O,(S) = 1, O,,,,,,(S) = S and a 
cyclic group B, < O,(C) which covers S/O,,,,(S). For any q’-section X of S 
C&4) < ‘WU (*) 
Induction forces O,(S) = F(S) to be an elementary r-group which serves 
as a faithful irreducible module M for AS/O,(S). Set S, = N,(Q) where Q 
is an A-invariant S,-subgroup of O,,,(S). Then S&U = S, S, n M = 1, S, 
admits A and since A centralizes S,/(S,, n O,,,,(S)) we may assume B, 2s S,. 
Since B, acts non-trivially on O,,,,(S)/O,,,(S) we may assume this section 
is a s-group minimal with respect to AB,-invariance and not centralized by 
B. This section may be assumed to be covered by an A-invariant S,-sub- 
group, T, of S, . We now replace B, by a cyclic q-subgroup B of N,U(T) which 
covers the section Nso(T)/Nso(T) n O,,,,(Nso(T)). Since S is a p/-group, 
B, < C. On AS-invariant q’-sections of S, B acts as a subgroup conjugate 
to B, by an element of d, whence (*) remains in effect for such sections when 
B, is replaced by B. Thus B centralizes O,(C), lies in O,,,(C) and hence lies 
in O,(C). Thus without loss of generality we may assume B z= B, . Then 
ABT is a group, T is a special S-group and because of (*) AB induces the 
faithful irreducible action of 2, x 2, on the Frattini factor group of T, 
while B centralizes D(T). In turn, induction forces 8 = &(B) Q1 where Q1 
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is an ABT-invariant subgroup of Q chosen minimally with respect to not 
being centralized by T. Thus T,, :- C,(Q,) < D(T) and T/To and Qi are 
both special (Lemma 2.2). Q1 =- Q,/D(QJ is an irreducible ABT-module 
with kernel a’(B) T,, . 
LVe can determine the representation of AB on Qr . First if T/To is elemen- 
tary, then 4BT/To ul(B) is Frobenius and so 
(9 ,CA LB is a sum of r6&ar representations of 
AB/al(B) cz 2, x 2,. 
Now suppose T/TO is non-abelian. Let K be the algebraic closure of 2, and 
let L be an irreducible constituent of Qr @ K. Then the representation of 
ABT afforded by Qr @ K is a sum e irreducible representations algebraically 
conjugate to that afforded by L. Express L as a sum of homogeneous BT- 
components permuted by A, say L = L, @ ... @L, , where d = 1 or p. 
Suppose d = p (this is possible since A may act on the center of T/T,,). 
Then the representation f  afforded by each L, represents a generator b of B 
as the matrix ma J, + JQ--l of order q ( see equation (a) of Section 2). In this 
case we have 
(ii) Qr IAB is a sum of e copies off @ pA where f  (b) = m, J, T JQeI and 
pa is the regular representation of A. Now suppose d = 1. Then 
a’(B)/D(T/T,) = Z(ABT/T,,) . is c c ic. y  1 Lemma 2.3 and equations (a) and 
(b) now force: 
(iii) If L is an irreducible ABT-constituent of Q1 @ K, then L is an irredu- 
cible T-module and L iA = m,pA & X (where pa denotes the regular representa- 
tion of A and h is a linear representation of A). Also L represents b as m2 J, -I~ J,-l. 
DimL=(m,+ 1) q - 1 = mrp If 1 = tjnlz where t’” = [T: D(T)]. 
The argument that C,(A) f  0 (equation (19) of [Z2]) proceeds as in [12]. 
Since M is an irreducible A&,-module, if F is the algebraic closure of 2,. , 
we may select a faithful irreducible AS,,-constituent M,, of M @F, and let 
M0 = nil, @ *.. 0 Md be a decomposition of M,, into homogeneous S, 
components. If  d == p, for any u E Al,, zG+‘-..‘+~~-’ is fixed by AB. Its 
projections on the MC are also fixed by B whence B centralizes izir, , a contra- 
diction. Thus M,, is homogeneous as an &-module, and Z(S,) is a cyclic 
subgroup centralized by A. 
Now suppose Qr is an elementary q-group. We can show that 
[Qr , A, B] = 1. First [A, QJ is nontrivial and admits AB. Any irreducible 
,4B[A, Q,]-constituent of M0 not having [A, Qr] in its kernel has its homo- 
geneous [A, &J-components permuted in a cycle of length p by A. By a 
previous argument, (*) forces B to centralize the constituent whence 
[iz, Qr , B] centralizes it. All other irreducible AB[A, QJ-constituents have 
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[A, Q1] in their kernel. In any case all constituents are centralized by 
[A, Qr , B]. Since [A, Q1 , B] is a q-group and A& is faithful, [A, Q1 , B] == 1. 
Thus [A, Qr] is fixed by B and (by the “three subgroups lemma”), [Z?, Q:J is 
fixed by A. 
Since we are assuming Qr is elementary, Qr = Q1 and we may compare the 
findings of the previous paragraph with the representations (i), (ii) or (iii) of 
AB on Qr . The condition that [A, Qi , B] = [B, Qr , A] = 1 rules out (i) 
and (ii) at once. If  (iii) holds, we must have 4 = 2 and a generator, b, of B 
represented by mzJz f J1 on g1 since [Qr , A] is fixed by B. Since [Q1 , B] 
is fixed by A, and A and B commute, iz centralizes every Ja-block of I! on 
a 1 so / CQJi4)j = 2an+-1 and ][A, Qr]\ = 2 2 2(~--l)~+~. This forces 
p:=3, m,-1 and X f  1s Then dimL = 3m, - 1 = 2 = 2m, + 1, a 
contradiction. 
Thus we may assume that the special group Q1 is non-abelian. Then 
Z(QJ = D(QJ is fixed by T. Suppose [A, Z(Qr)] f  1. Then as [A,Z(Q,,)] is 
a q-group normalized by the q-group B, CI,,,,ol,l(B) = Q,,a f  1. But since 
Q,, is centralized by BTQ, = S, , Q,, is a cyclic group fixed elementwise by 
A. This is impossible since [A,Z(Q,)] is abelian, A is a q’-group and as a 
result A acts fixed point free on [A, Z(Ql)]. Thus A centralizes Z(Qr). Thus 
Z(Q,) -( C and [B, Z(Ql)] < O,(C) so [B, Z(Qr)] centralizes C,(A) which is 
nontrivial, as noted above. Since [B, Z(Qi)] u S, and M, Is, is homogeneous, 
[B, Z(Q,)] centralizes M,, . Since M, is faithful, Z(Qr) is fixed by B, whence 
Z(Q1) < Z(S,,) so Z(Q1) is cyclic. S ince Qr is non-abelian special, Qr is now 
extraspecial. 
At this point the argument that Cc,(A) < Co,(B) now proceeds as in the 
paragraph immediately following equation (24) in [Z2]. This containment 
relation also holds in Qr , and so we may assume (*) holds when the section 
X is &r . This condition serves to exclude possibilities (i) and (ii) for Qr IAB . 
M:e may assume, then, that (iii) holds. Each homogeneous component of 
L iA is a sum of isomorphic linear representations of A and each component 
is a R-module. Since a generator of B acts as mpJn + J,-r andL IA :-= m,p & h, 
then all but one of the linear constituents of L jA occur with the same multi- 
plicity, the one occurring with multiplicity one less. Thus either L IA = ,O + X 
withp = 2 orL IA = m,p - A. In the former case, dimL = 3 = m,q + q - 1 
which is impossible for q an odd prime. If  L jA = p - A, we obtain a sum of 
distinct linear representations of A, each stabilized by B. This forces 
[B, QJ = 1, which is impossible. Thus m, 2 2 and A acts with fixed points 
on Qr . These form a space of dimension ma or m2 - 1 and because of (.*), Jr 
is an indecomposable summand of L 1s . Thus q = 2 and since only one 
summand J1 can occur dim C,(A) = 1 > m, - 1. It follows that 
L IA := 2p - l/+ ThusQ, iA = e(2p - lA), Qr represents b as e((p - 1) Jz + J1). 
It now follows that j Q1 1 = 2e@p--1)+-1 and that AB acts on g1 with 2” orbits 
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of length I, (2’)” - 2?)/p orbits of length p and (2p(!+r) - 27@)/2p orbits 
of length 2~; a total of 
(- _ (]/@)(2(p I) 26’ 1 Fp’” $ pm--1)) (23) 
orbits. All of these orbits are regular since [=1B, Z( I”)] -- 1 and Z(T) is fixed 
point free on Q1 but centralizes Z(Q,). 
Let MO,, be an irreducible JBQ, constituent of M0 . Since AB is cyclic, 
MO, is an absolutely irreducible Q,-module. Let pi, i : I,..., 2p be the 
linear F-representations of AB and write 
Suppose some ai = 0. Then dim MO,, = x ai = 2e(2~‘-1)~2 and Lemma 2.1 
imply 
2PmJ-1) 
2p - 1 
< C ai =: c (equation (23)). 
Then 
2e’z”-1’ < (2p - I)((p - I) 2e+1 $- 2”P) < (2p - I) p2”n, 
sincep > 2 and e f  0. This forces 2e(+1) :< (2p - 1)~. 
25(D-l) 5: (2p - I)p 
Now if e 3 3, we have 
(24) 
(2~ - 1)~ I-, ~P(P-I) ;.. 817-l >p3 
since p 2 3 implies 2”‘~~ ;- p. Thus 2p -~ 1 > p2 so (p - 1)’ < 0, an 
absurdity. Thus e = 2, and so g1 @ K is a sum of two distinct algebraically 
conjugate KT-modules. Since 7’ is extraspecial, only two types of Z(T)- 
submodules appear in PI @ K. Thus t = 3. Since p is an odd prime distinct 
from f, we now have that e -= 2 implies p 2 5. In this case 2”-1 > 3p and 
so (24) implies 
(2p - I) .; 22’7’-‘1 :> 9p2, 
a contradiction. Thus icZO,, contains a copy of the regular representation of 
AB, against (*). This final contradiction completes the proof. 
Note added in proof. Recently E. C. Dade has shown that the assumption 
that N is cyclic in our theorem can be weakened to N nilpotent, thus proving 
the conjecture of Thompson. The bounds in Fitting height obtained in this 
case are considerably sharper than what appears here, though still exponential. 
Also recent unpublished work of T. R. Berger suggests that a linear bound 
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might be obtained for the coprine case considered by Thompson. Conceiv- 
ably, such a linear result could be fed into the reduction in section 1 to 
obtain non-exponential bounds for all non-coprime cases in which the 
function of Lemma 1.4 can remain linear. 
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